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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1Linking meteoroid streams to their parent bodies by meansof orbital assoiation software toolsJosé María Madiedo1,2 and Josep Maria Trigo-Rodríguez3,4

1Faultad de Cienias Experimentales, Universidad de Huelva. 21071 Huelva, Spain
2Faultad de Físia, Universidad de Sevilla, Departamento de Físia Atómia, Moleular yNulear, 41012 Sevilla, Spainmadiedo�ia.es

3 Institute of Spae Sienes(CSIC), Campus UAB, Faultat de Ciènies, Torre C5-parell-2a,08193 Bellaterra, Barelona, Spain
4 Institut d'Estudis Espaials de Catalunya (IEEC), Edi�i Nexus, Gran Capitá 2-4, O�e #201,08034 Barelona, Spaintrigo�iee.uab.esA Mirosoft-Windows-ompatible software, alled ORAS (ORbital Assoiation Software), has beendeveloped for verifying possible assoiations between orbits using di�erent existing riteria. Applyingthis software revealed a likely assoiation for the orbit of a Northern χ-Orionid (ORN) �reball andAsteroid (PHA) 2008XM1. A numerial integration 4000 years bakwards in time for the orbitalparameters shows that this asteroid is a better math for this Northern χ-Orionid than Asteroid(NEO) 2002XM35.1 IntrodutionSome meteoroid streams have well-de�ned parent bod-ies, but the origin of most other streams remains un-known. The identi�ation of their progenitor bodiesis ruial to inrease our knowledge on the origin andevolution of meteoroid streams. Parent body identi�a-tion opens the possibility to extrat valuable hemialinformation, and infer additional information on phys-ial proesses that may have ourred on that asteroidor omet as, suh as, for instane, ometary ativity,violent ollisional disruptions, or break-ups.Traditionally, meteoroid streams have been linked witha potential parent body on the basis of the similar-ity between their orbits. One of the �rst proposals toquantify this similarity is the so-alledD-riterion, orig-inally proposed by Southworth and Hawkins (1963). Itis based on a salar funtion depending on the valuesof the semi-major axis, the eentriity, and the inlina-tion. If, in addition, the longitude of the asending nodeand the argument of the perihelion are also taken intoonsideration, we obtain the so-alled DSH-riterion.Alternative versions of this riterion have been pro-posed by other authors (Drummond, 1981; Jopek, 1993;Valsehi et al., 1999; Jenniskens, 2008). In order toestablish a relationship between the orbit of the me-teoroids and that of their potential parent bodies, theavailability of preise orbital parameters is fundamental.To minimize the probability of �nding false mathes, itis ruial to integrate the orbits of the bodies bakwardsin time to analyze the evolution of the respetive orbitalparameters. In this way, real, physial assoiations anbe established, as opposed to oinidential mathes atone partiular instant of time; see, e.g., Trigo-Rodríguezet al., 2007).

To make progress in this interesting �eld, we have devel-oped a software pakage to establish meteoroid-parentbody dynami assoiations on the basis of the om-putation of dissimilarity riteria over a ontinuous pe-riod of time. ORAS (ORbital Assoiation Software) isan MS-Windows-ompatible software developed withinthe SPMN under C++ to identify whih minor bodiesould be the likely parent body of a given meteoroidstream.2 Desription of the ORAS softwareAs already mentioned, ORAS is a Mirosoft-Windows-ompatible appliation that has been developed underthe C++ programming language. By entering the or-bital data of a given meteoroid, or an averaged orbitfor a set of meteoroid stream members, the softwarean searh through several databases in order to es-tablish a potential link with other bodies in the SolarSystem. The values of the semi-major axis, the een-triity, the orbital inlination, the longitude of the as-ending node, and the argument of the perihelion mustbe provided. Then, the user spei�es whih databaseontaining information about small bodies in the SolarSystem will be used and whih dissimilarity riterionmust be employed. The urrent version of ORAS anuse the NeoDys and MPC databases.Regarding the dissimilarity riterion, several hoies arealso available: Southworth and Hawkins (1963), Dru-mond (1981), Jopek (1993), Valsei et al. (1999) andJenniskens (2008). The ut-o� value for the orrespond-ing riterion must also be entered. In this way, onlyobjets for whih this riterion provides a value belowthe ut-o� value will be onsidered. The objets that
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2 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012math these searh riteria are shown on a list, metion-ing their name, orbital data, and orresponding valueof the dissimilarity parameter. The lower this value,the smaller the distane is between both orbits. Alter-natively, instead of using one of the above-mentioneddatabases, the user may selet only one objet fromany of these databases to perform the alulations, orspeify the orbital parameters of the objet of interesthim- or herself.3 The parent body of the Northern
χ-Orionids (ORN)The χ-Orionid meteoroid stream, whih is a part ofthe Taurid omplex (Jenniskens, 2006), has northern(ORN) and southern (ORS) branhes. The ativity pe-riod of the Northern χ-Orionids (ORN) extends fromNovember 16 to Deember 16, with a maximum on De-ember 10.We investigated the potential parent body of the ORNstream with the ORAS software. For this purpose, weused the orbital parameters of the SPMN061211 ORN�reball (Madiedo, 2012), shown in Figure 1, as well asthe averaged orbit (Table 1) of seven ORN meteors on-sidered by Porub£an et al. (2006). The Southworth andHawkings dissimilarity riterion was used, and two an-didates from the NeoDys database were obtained. Oneof them was NEO 2002XM35 (DSH = 0.14), whih hadbeen previously proposed as the potential parent bodyof the ORN stream (Porub£an et al., 2006). However,we have found that the Potentially Hazardous Asteroid(PHA) 2008XM1, whih was disovered after the pa-per by Porub£an et al. was published, provides a muhbetter result (DSH = 0.05).

Figure 1 � Composite image of the SPMN061211 ORN �re-ball reorded together with its emission spetrum from ElArenosillo meteor observing station on Deember 6, 2001,at 20
h
32

m
59 .

s
4± 0 .

s
1 UT. Note that the zero-order image islose to the bottom-right border.A numerial integration bakwards in time of the or-bital parameters shown in Table 1 was performed inorder to test the link between the Northern χ-Orionidmeteoroid stream and these two NEOs. The alula-tions were performed by means of theMerury 6 soft-ware (Chambers, 1999). This is a hybrid sympletiintegrator whih is widely used in Solar System dynam-

is studies. The gravitational in�uene of Venus, theEarth-Moon system, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn weretaken into aount for these alulations. The orbitswere integrated bakwards for 4000 years. As an beseen in Figure 2, the results learly on�rm that duringthis period the value of the DSH-riterion is lower for thePHA 2008XM1. Consequently, this analysis suggeststhat Apollo asteroid 2008XM1 is a muh better mathas a parent body of the Northern χ-Orionid meteoroidstream than 2002XM35. In addition, this orbital anal-ysis also indiates a likely dynami link between thesetwo asteroids.

Figure 2 � Values of the DSH-riterion alulated from thebakward numerial integration over 4000 years of the or-bital parameters of the SPMN061211 ORN �reball and thetwo NEOs onsidered here.AknowledgementsThe authors aknowledge the support from the SpanishMinistry of Siene and Innovation (projets AYA2009-13227 and AYA2011-26522), the CSIC (grant number201050I043), and the Junta de Andaluía (projet P09-FQM-4555).4 ConlusionsWe have developed a software pakage, alled ORAS(ORbital Assoiation Software), to �nd potential par-ent bodies of meteoroid streams. ORAS an browseboth the NeoDys and the Minor Planet Center (MPC)databases in order to �nd suh assoiations. The resultsobtained by this software an be heked and on�rmedby performing an integration of the orresponding or-bital parameters bakwards in time with, for instane,theMerury 6 sympleti integrator. One of the latestresults obtained in this way is the likely assoiation be-tween the Northern χ-Orionid meteoroid stream (ORN)and the Potentially Hazardous Asteroid 2008XM1. Ouranalysis also suggests a plausible dynami link betweenthis asteroid and the Near-Earth Objet 2002XM35,whih was formerly onsidered as a parent body andi-date for this meteoroid stream (Porub£an et al., 2006).
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 3Table 1 � Orbital parameters for the SPMN061211 ORN �reball (Trigo-Rodriguez, 2007), averaged orbit for 7 ORNmeteors (Porub£an et al., 2006), and orbital data for the two NEOs onsidered here.Objet a e i ̟ ΩSPMN061211 2.2 AU 0.79 3 .◦2 281 .◦5 254 .◦2322ORN (N=7) 2.143 AU 0.779 3 .◦3 280 .◦4 256 .◦82002XM35 2.3304 AU 0.8361 3 .◦0845 313 .◦4382 229 .◦27012008XM1 2.3679 AU 0.7822 4 .◦9954 276 .◦1411 259 .◦8564ReferenesChambers J. E. (1999). �A hybrid sympleti integra-tor that permits lose enounters between massivebodies�. MNRAS, 304, 793�799.Drummond J. D. (1981). �A test of omet and meteorshower assoiations�. Iarus, 45, 545�553.Jenniskens P. (2006). Meteor Showers and their ParentComets. Cambridge University Press.Jenniskens P. (2008). �Meteoroid streams that trae toandidate dormant omets�. Iarus, 194, 13�22.Jopek, T. J. (1993). �Remarks on the meteor orbitalsimilarity D-riterion�. Iarus, 106, 603�607.
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